Supervision BA/MA thesis – Prof. Mathias Hoffmann

If you would like to write your Bachelor or Master thesis at the chair of Prof. Hoffmann, the following prerequisites need to be fulfilled:

**Bachelor Thesis:**
Successful completion of at least one of the following lectures: *International Economics* or *Methods of Empirical Macroeconomics*.

**Master Thesis:**
Successful completion of the lecture *International Macroeconomics*. We strongly recommend attending another advanced lecture or seminar.

If you fulfil these requirements, we are looking forward to receiving the following information from you:

- Short letter of motivation describing your main interest of study and a potential research topic (incl. bibliography)
- Up-to-date academic record
- CV
- Desired starting date

Please note that you should contact us approx. 3-4 months before your preferred starting date. The coordination with the relevant degree conferral dates is the responsibility of the student.


Please send your application to: sonja.verel@econ.uzh.ch.